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Despite the fact that the level of involvement of the Ukrainian population in the virtual 
asset market is one of the highest in the world (15.7%), the local infrastructure that 
enables the use of virtual assets as a payment instrument for goods and services is 
underdeveloped, as it is mostly focused on exchanges rather than on the practical 
application of virtual assets. The main goal and idea of UAHg are to solve this problem 
by providing consumers and sellers with a convenient and transparent transfer medium 
backed by a reliable infrastructure.


The existing barriers to the widespread use of virtual assets in payments are that sellers 
see them as a risk of loss of value and/or liquidity, and thus business losses. These risks 
stem from both the large number of fraudulent projects and the insufficient 
infrastructure support for projects, namely the lack of a Ukrainian hryvnia stablecoin. In 
addition, the mechanism of payment for goods/services using virtual assets is often 
complex and non-transparent for the user.


Market problems

Many companies in the crypto industry use third-party software purchased off-the-
shelf, which entails both technical and security risks. UAHg operates on a reliable basis 
in the Ethereum and BNB Smart Chain, and work is already underway to expand this 
list. The goal of a robust infrastructure is to maximise the access possibilities, 
operational use and versatility of UAHg.


Reliable infrastructure




The legal model
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Many virtual asset projects in the region operate under grey or outright 
illegal schemes. UAHg, on the other hand, is issued legally, and exchange 
operations will be conducted with the help of reliable partners who have all 
the necessary licences or the status of Virtual currency exchange providers 
("VASP").

The user will have the opportunity to purchase UAHg both on the websites 
of our partner exchange operators and on third-party websites and 
platforms. We strive to provide our sellers and partners with convenient 
and beneficial conditions for the purchase and liquidation of large volumes 
of UAHg at any time. Any transaction with UAHg can be carried out in a few 
minutes.

Ease of use


UAHg functions as a fixed-value transfer medium rather than a speculative 
asset, unlike most virtual assets. Accordingly, the supply and demand in the 
markets where UAHg is used as a value transfer medium ensure stable 
liquidity of the token. Emittance ensures the issuance of tokens in the 
amount necessary for the functioning of our partners at any time.

Stable liquidity and liquidity 
sources
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About 
UAHg 
token
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The Emittance Corporation is responsible for issuing the UAHg and ensuring that the 
exchange partners are able to provide stable liquidity for the UAHg. In addition, the use 
of UAHg as a store of the market rather than speculative value ensures a natural and 
stable demand for the asset.


Thanks to the ERC/BEP20 
format, the token can be 
freely integrated into 
various products 
(wallets, exchanges, 
DeFi).

Universal 
ERC20 format



Tokens are bought and 
sold at a 1:1 exchange 
rate to the Ukrainian 
hryvnia.


For the nominal value of 
the issued tokens, a 
balance of 100% is 
reserved in highly liquid 
assets (USDT, USD, EUR, 
short-term debt).

1:1 Exchange
 Reserve Fund


How it works?
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UAHg Advantages
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The use of the UAHg token provides benefits for both businesses and end users.


Business:


Cost - UAHg does not involve any additional costs or fees - only an on-chain fee. 
Thanks to the blockchain infrastructure, businesses can use UAHg to launch new 
innovative products.


Reliability - UAHg uses proven and reliable Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain 
networks. This ensures the stability of the infrastructure.


Convenient and fast integration - you can integrate UAHg in a few hours.


Users:


Convenience - UAHg can be used and stored using any crypto wallet, just like other 
crypto assets. There is no need for any additional software or setup.


️️ Cost - there are no commissions for transactions with UAHg except for onchain 
commissions.


Opportunities - UAHg provides users with access to the wider crypto infrastructure - 
users can access the largest exchanges, DeFi platforms, staking services and many 
other applications.


0xd1e0e39bD1758ABe0865d5289895A9197C6Cd549

0xd1e0e39bD1758ABe0865d5289895A9197C6Cd549

UAHg smart contract addresses
 

TK4zHRAU1WrRPivksia3BMs2JvSLT63opb

https://etherscan.io/address/0xd1e0e39bd1758abe0865d5289895a9197c6cd549
https://bscscan.com/address/0xd1e0e39bd1758abe0865d5289895a9197c6cd549
https://tronscan.org/#/contract/TK4zHRAU1WrRPivksia3BMs2JvSLT63opb/code


We invite to join the UAHg ecosystem
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We are always happy to see new members of the UAHg ecosystem who 
share our vision and have ambitious goals.

for wallets, exchangers, crypto exchanges, DeFi, etc.,


for banks and payment services


 Marketing cooperation

Listing and integration


Strategic partnership


Marketing collaboration
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Licensing, regulatory and 
availability
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Emittance is committed to full compliance with the applicable legislation. The activities 
described above may require licences and/or other regulatory approvals in addition to 
those already obtained and/or to be obtained by Emittance Corporation and/or 
partners. Accordingly, Emittance cannot guarantee the availability and accessibility of 
any services/functions in any jurisdiction, at any time. The principle of operation and 
functions may be changed in each particular jurisdiction to achieve compliance with 
national legislation and international regulations. The development of the systems 
described above is a step-by-step process and the final product may be modified during 
the development process.

This document is a general description of the UAHg project and does not constitute, 
and should not be construed as, any financial, investment or other advice or 
consultation regarding the purchase of a UAHg token or any other asset, financial or 
investment instrument.

Disclaimer


This document is written in Ukrainian and any translations (including but not limited to 
this English translation) are for informational purposes only. The accuracy and 
conformity of the translated versions (including but not limited to this English 
translation) are not guaranteed. In the event of any discrepancies with the translated 
versions (including but not limited to this English translation), the Ukrainian version 
shall prevail.


Language of the document

This document is a general description of the UAHg project and does not constitute, 
and should not be construed as, any financial, investment or other advice or 
consultation regarding the purchase of a UAHg token or any other asset, financial or 
investment instrument.

Waiver of the sale of financial 
instruments



Emittance position
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The views and opinions expressed in this document are those of Emittance and do not 
reflect the official policy or position of any government, authority or public body 
(including, but not limited to, any regulatory authority) in any jurisdiction. This 
document has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority.



Transactions with the UAHg token involve certain risks and may result in losses. You 
should carefully evaluate and understand the risks before purchasing a UAHg token. 
Buyers should not purchase the UAHg token for speculative or investment purposes. 
Buyers should only purchase the UAHg token if they fully understand the nature of the 
UAHg token and accept the risks inherent in tokens in general. Virtual assets can be 
stolen by criminals and criminal organisations through various electronic criminal 
methods. In this case, the owners of virtual assets are not guaranteed any remedy, 
reimbursement or compensation. The regulatory status of virtual assets is not yet fully 
defined, varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and is subject to legal uncertainty. It is 
possible that certain laws, regulations or rules relating to virtual assets or blockchain 
technology may be introduced in the future, which may directly or indirectly affect or 
restrict the right of holders of virtual assets to acquire, hold, store, sell, convert, 
exchange or use such assets. Due to uncertainties in the tax laws relating to virtual 
assets, holders of virtual assets may be subject to tax consequences related to the use 
or trading of such assets. Virtual assets and related products and services are a source 
of significant risks. Prospective purchasers should independently assess the nature of 
the risks involved and the impact of such risks on them, and consult with specialists 
before making any decisions.


Risks




UAHg team
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Founder of the GEO project  

Advisor to the Ministry of Digital 
Transformation of Ukraine.


Founder and Director of Blocknote, 
 a digital asset brokerage agency.  
7 years of experience in capital 
markets as a representative of 
 the Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) in 
Ukraine.


Lead Business Analyst


Max Demianiuk

Andrii Dubetskyi

Vitalii Zhytnyk


